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< p > "a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step", whether to run a marathon, or is in the house nearby were trotting
around 3 km, the runner's feet can be said to himself most in need of protection also cannot afford the site of injury is to, no wonder
even shoe has a pair of running shoes, quarterly shoe dispatch dazzling demands different kinds of shoes can still provoke most
runners chord. for female runners, in addition to the feet, another on the fragile but the degree of importance is not inferior to the feet
of the site needs to be protected, that is the chest. Because of this, in recent years, sports underwear gradually become the most
superior running shoes, "technology intensive" movement function of products. Once upon a time, choose sports underwear into a
precision and complex of "art", face lined up, tailoring, color, function, strength, size, cup sizes of sports underwear, whether you also
began to suspect that I choose to? (source: globalintimatewear.com) According to , the UK in 2011 for 20 to 35 years for women,
41% women wearing the wrong sports underwear. In Taiwan, I believe this situation is not in the minority. In the "sports underwear
choose this school based" didn't teach in high pass, we must first understand the sports underwear to protect breast parts. How many
breast structure< p > this breast women the main secondary sexual characteristics, the main function is breastfeeding, in Latin
imitation baby hungry, feeding a to the sound, will be referred to as "mam Mae". That's why my mom called "mother". Therefore, in the
breast of a woman's life, have a longer time is ready just in case sweet burden. breast by connective tissue and adipose tissue and
breast, in addition to the bottom of the pectoralis major muscle, no other ligament or muscle tissue to support or sustain, so often in
motion because of the shock and shaking causing discomfort. (breast cancer center hospital youmehim photograph: )in fact, the
breast during exercise, not only up and down, moving around, because of the lack of self support, but also will be a 8 font shaking.
Below is the running of the female breast dynamic tracing diagram, right for the bare chest (not wearing any underwear), left, is the
dynamics of wearing a cup type sports underwear. Thus, wear sports underwear even cannot make breasts completely does not
shake, but the shaking amplitude control in more regular 8 fonts within the scope, the shake reduction, thereby avoiding excessive
shaking produced discomfort and may cause damage. (photo: breasts Bouncing; credible area of scientific research. a UK Sports
Science Research Journal 2007/09 thirteenth) support is not in, hurt to follow to now you may be thinking, the chest can suffer what
injury? Big is not comfortable just, since no >
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